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Introduction:  Erosional scarps are abundant on 

planetary surfaces. Where the rate of scarp retreat is 
nearly spatially uniform (quasi-uniform decrescence) 
their planform evolves into pointed projections (e.g., 
white arrow, Fig. 1) and broad embayments (or alcoves) 
(e.g., black arrow Fig. 1).  Such scarps are common in 
the erosion of layered strata on the Colorado Plateau, 
they characterize the steep margins of Titans polar 
sharp-edged depressions, and may be present on Pluto, 
Triton, and Io. Decrescent planforms also occur widely 
on Mars, such as the depressions on the perennial South 
Polar CO2 cap. Here we discuss three regions with 
decrescent scarps that may have been eroded by ice-
related processes.                                                                              

 
Fig. 1. Decrescent retreat of valley walls in the 

dichotomy fretted terrain at 34.96°E, 36.73°N. 
Dichotomy Fretted Terrain:  The troughs, and 

broad valleys incising the dichotomy have long been 
recognized as implying massive erosional sculpting, 
often leaving isolated mesas [1-4]. The fretted terrain in 
most locations features smooth uplands dissected by 
valleys widened by valley wall retreat (Fig. 1), broad 
troughs, and isolated mesas generally recognizable as 
remnants of an formerly extensive plateau. Like the 
valley walls in Fig. 1, the mesas display crudely 
decrescent planforms. In the mid-latitudes the lowlands 
below the scarps are occupied by lineated valley fill 
(LVF) and lobate debris aprons (LDA). Well-defined 
LDA or LVF does not, however, surround the 
northernmost mesas and fretted troughs from about 15° 
to 30°E. Fretted terrain scarp relief ranges from ~100m 
in some alcoves to 2750m, averaging about 1200m. The 
fretted terrain in equatorial portions of the dichotomy 
lacks LVF or LDA [5].  

Eastern Hellas Basin Scarps: Several decrescent 
scarps bordering plateaus occur near 98°, 41°S (Fig. 2). 
Like the dichotomy plateau, the plateaus are quite flat 
and give the appearance that an upland surface formerly 

covered much of the region shown in Fig. 2 but has 
experienced scarp retreat over distances of several km 
and breakup into individual mesas. On these scarps 
south and southwest-facing scarps are bordered by 
sloping ramps with sublimation-induced texturing 
suggesting inactive LDA, whereas north- and northeast-
facing scarps lack obvious LDA. Scarp relief generally 
ranges from 125-250 m. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Decrescent mesas on the eastern slopes of 

Hellas basin at 98.12°E, 41.29°S, with example mesas 
shown by "#"s.  The inset from the scarp at "1" shows 
sublimation-decaying LDA on the southwest-facing 
mesa scarps. 

Sirenum Fossae Region:  Numerous decrescent 
scarps surrounding plateaus and mesas are scattered 
across the 20°S to 45°S region between 160°E to 200°E 
(e.g., Fig. 3).  These plateaus are underlain by Hesperian 
age fine-grained sediment informally named the Electris 
deposits [6, 7]. Scarp heights range from 130-300m. 
Some of the scarps border broad valleys, but many, as 
in Fig. 3, are isolated mesas. The Electris deposit 
exposures are inferred to be remnants of an airfall 
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deposit that formerly blanketed most or all of the region 
to depths of 100-200m [7].  

 
Fig. 3.  Decrescent scarps in the Electris deposits at 

177.06°E, 36.67°S. 
Discussion:  All three regions indicate extensive 

scarp retreat of at least several hundred meters and as 
much as several kilometers. Several issues surrounding 
such extensive erosion are discussed below. 

Prerequisites for scarp retreat: Three rate laws were 
identified by [8] that permit long-distance scarp retreat.  
Case A, applicable, for instance, to polar scarps on 
Mars, is a threshold between ablation of steep slopes 
and non-erosion or accumulation on slopes below that 
threshold.  Case B is where a indurated caprock creates 
steep slopes, while continued erosion of the subjacent 
slopes episodically undermines the caprock, as happens 
in the southwestern United States [9]. Case C is where 
erosional attack is concentrated at the base of the slope, 
such as by running water or groundwater sapping.  

Processes eroding scarps: A circumstantial case for 
involvement of ice in scarp retreat in the fretted terrain 
and the east Hellas mesas is made by the LDA and LDV 
bordering scarps.  Involvement of debris eroded from 
superjacent scarp walls is invoked as the agent 
protecting the nearly pure ice in LDA and LDV from 
sublimation erosion (e.g., [10]). To accomplish long-
distance scarp retreat, however, erosion must remove 
the entire hundreds of meters height of the scarps.  No 
evidence has been found to date for the present or 
former presence of LDA associated with the Electris 
deposit scarps. A slight induration of the top layers of 
the fine-textured Electris deposit is suggested for Case 
B maintenance of the retreating scarps [7], resulting in 
disaggregation of the eroded deposit followed by wind 

deflation.  Although fluvial valleys serve as seeds for 
lateral erosion of some scarps in fretted terrain and the 
Sirenum Fossae region, evidence is lacking for 
involvement of fluvial processes in removing eroded 
debris either by surface runoff or groundwater sapping.  
We propose that the dominant erosional processes that 
eroded decrescent scarps in all three regions has been 
Case C erosion by LDA-type ice, generally now as 
remnants or sublimated away. 

Composition of the sub-mesa units: Scarp erosion by 
LDA headwall detachment would be facilitated by the 
mesas being underlain by poorly consolidated sediment.  
Such as case is well established for the Electris deposits 
[7]. A case for thick sedimentary deposits along the 
dichotomy boundary was made by [5, 11] based upon 
the low relief of the uneroded upland remnants, paucity 
of coarse debris on scarps, and ease of erosion, inter 
alia. The east Hellas decrescent mesas are low-relief, 
concordant surfaces in a generally depositional 
environment, suggesting a sedimentary composition.  

Unresolved issues: The required vast erosion of 
decrescent scarps in the mid-latitudes by glacial ice 
would require much more extensive ice extents than are 
currently present, acting over a very long interval of 
time. Milankovich-driven cyclical accumulation and 
sublimation would be required over a time interval 
much longer than that involved in the current inventory 
of LDA and LDV. Snow and ice may have accumulated 
over broad regions, flowing and sublimating into scarp-
edge LDA [12], with concentrated erosion creating the 
deeper reentrants as in Fig. 3. The fate of the eroded 
material is even more enigmatic, in that there are no 
identified reservoirs for the eroded sediment. Eolian 
erosion is a convenient default for removal of 
sedimentary deposits, assuming they are fine-grained.  
The ability of eolian processes to deposit and remove 
vast inventories of fine sediment over time is evidenced 
by deposits and landforms in Arabia Terra [13, 14], Gale 
crater, and the Meridiani region deposits. 
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